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ABSTRACT
We present on-sky results obtained with the visible light prototype of the Fibered Imager foR Single Telescope
(FIRST) mounted on the 3-m Shane Telescope at Lick Observatory and using its Adaptive Optics system. This
instrument is dedicated to high angular resolution and high dynamic range imaging. Its principle combines both
techniques of single-mode ber interferometry and pupil remapping. Simulations predict a dynamic range up
to 106 at =D, or at a few tens of milliarcseconds at 630 nm using an 8-m telescope. Laboratory experiments
based on a 9-ber prototype working in the 600 nm{900 nm spectral band successfully demonstrated the power
of the concept. The same prototype has been set-up on the 3-m Shane telescope in July 2010. In this paper, we
present the on-sky results obtained in October 2011 with an improved version of the instrument using 18 bers.
They clearly show the detection of the binary star Capella at the diraction limit of the telescope.
Keywords: high dynamic range imaging, high angular resolution, aperture masking, pupil remapping, ber
interferometer, Capella, exoplanets
1. INTRODUCTION
The search and characterization of faint objects such as exoplanets is nowadays one of the most challenging
domains in instrumentation. Indeed, the detection of companions orbiting around a parent star requires high
performances in angular resolution and dynamic range, since the separation between them is very small and
the ux ratio is high. Depending on the wavelength of observation and on the distance of the planet, this ratio
can be as low as 10 3{ 10 5 for hot Jupiters down to 10 8 in the visible.1 The diculty is increased for closer
planets, hence the necessity to reach and beat the diraction limit =D. Reaching such high performances is
particularly challenging for ground-based instruments that are subject to turbulent atmosphere.
Dierent techniques have been developed in order to overcome this limitation. Adaptive Optics (AO) for
instance, oers a way to retrieve the diraction limit of a telescope. Its principle is based on an active correction
of the incident wavefront thanks to a deformable mirror. Important planet discoveries by direct imaging have
been made possible by the use of AO on large telescopes, such as the planets around HR87992,3 and around 
Pictoris.4 Both detections were achieved for planet-to-star ux ratio of 10 4 to 510 5 (in Ks and L0 bands) at
separations of a few =D. However, wavefront correction cannot be perfect and residual speckle noise is still the
cause for dynamic range limitation.
Post-processing techniques that take advantage of very short exposure images to freeze turbulence, such
as speckle interferometry,5 are also ecient to reach the diraction limit, but speckle noise limits dynamic range
to a few 100. The aperture masking6 technique using a non-redundant pupil mask is now a standard for high
resolution imaging with contrast ratios on the order of 10 3 at =D.7,8 However, the drawback of this method
is that the non-redundancy of the mask necessitates that the fraction of the pupil that collects light is small
(a few percent of the whole pupil). In addition, speckle noise may remain across the sub-pupils. The Keck
segment-tilting experiment9 is a trick to use aperture masking with the whole pupil but the limitation due to
speckle noise still remains.
In order to bypass these limitations, the concept of pupil remapping combines the aperture masking tech-
nique with the use of single-mode bers.10 This allows to almost completely remove the speckle noise and to
use the whole pupil. Simulations on the performances of this technique have shown that dynamic ranges on the
order of 10 6 could be reached on an 8-m telescope at visible wavelengths, using 132 sub-pupils, and assuming
pure photon noise limitation, 40 s exposure time and 0.5 arcsec seeing.11 A prototype of this instrument called
FIRST (Fibered Imager foR a Single Telescope) was developed and tested at Paris Observatory. It works in the
600 nm{900 nm spectral band and used at rst 9 bers out of the 30 available bers. The results have shown
that image can be recovered from visibility and phase measurements. A new version of the instrument, called
FIRST-18 because it uses 18 bers, was then tested at Lick Observatory. The prototype is mounted on the 3-m
Shane telescope, behind the AO system. In this paper we present the results on stellar targets.
2. THE 18-FIBER PROTOTYPE
The current prototype, has been built from the FIRST-912 version of the instrument. The injection part is iden-
tical: a segmented mirror (Iris AO) is used to precisely steer beams and maximize the injection eciency into
the bers. Microlenses focus the light on the ber cores that are gathered in a ber bundle. The recombination
part has been doubled, as can be seen on Fig. 2. Indeed, 18 bers out of the 30 available bers are now used.
They are bundled into two sets of 9 bers, each set being recombined independently from the other set. Both
congurations of the sub-pupils in the entrance pupil can be seen on Fig. 2. Combination of both ber sets gives
access to around 70% of the total (u,v) coverage that should be available with a full pupil, and to 168 closure
phase measurements.
As for the 9-ber version, beams are spectrally dispersed thanks to an equilateral SF2-prism. The spec-
tral resolution is increased by stretching the beams along the dispersion direction and compressing them in the
orthogonal direction, thanks to an afocal anamorphic system consisting of cylindrical lenses.
The injection optimization procedure has also been improved by dedicating one part of the set-up to image
the v-groove ends. This allows to monitor the transmitted ux in each ber on one camera, and to simultaneously
maximize the injection eciency by steering the corresponding segments. The procedure is automated and takes
only 3{5 minutes to optimize the tilts of the 18 segments. Every time we switch between targets, motorized
mirrors allow for rapid toggling between the acquisition and optimization modes.
3. DATA REDUCTION
A data sample is shown in Fig. 3. Two interference patterns can be seen on the left and right in the image,
corresponding to the recombination of the two sets of 9 bers. Spectral lters have been put in each arm to
avoid overlapping of the patterns in the central part of the camera. Both patterns are reduced separately.
At the anamorphic system output, the Gaussian beams have particularly small waist along the direction
orthogonal to the dispersion direction (around 40m). As a consequence, they are rapidly diverging when pass-
ing through the 2-inch prism. This induces a strong astigmatism aberration in the diraction pattern of a single
ber, resulting in a "banana-shaped" line instead of a vertical straight line, as can be seen for the monochromatic
beam in the right part of Fig. 3.
Figure 1. Left: Entrance pupil congurations with the two sets of 9 sub-pupils. Middle: Total (u,v) plane coverage at
700 nm, that represents around 70% of all available spatial frequencies. The green and red symbols correspond respectively
to the green and red congurations. Right: (u,v) plane coverage corresponding to the green conguration including the
wide spectral band, from 600 nm to 900 nm.
Figure 2. Picture of the FIRST-18 bench. The white star represents the beam entrance on the bench (coming from below).
The beam path is drawn in white for the injection part of the set-up. This part includes the segmented mirror (SM )
and the ber bundle (FB). The beams in the recombination parts are drawn in red and green to distinguish both sets
of bers. The positions of the v-groove (VG), anamorphic system (AS) and prism (P) are shown for one path but are
symmetrically positioned for the other one.
Figure 3. Left: Typical image acquired on the EMCCD camera where the two interference patterns can be seen. This
image has been taken on Capella (Rmag=0.4) with 50ms integration time, EM gain set to 1200 and under good seeing
conditions (r0 on the order of 15 cm). The optical path dierence varies along the vertical direction, while the wavelength
varies along the horizontal direction, increasing from left to right for both patterns. Middle: Fringes acquired on the
laser source (633 nm) provided by the AO system. Right: Zoom-in on one monochromatic diraction pattern where the
distortion due to optical aberration clearly appears.
The data reduction steps are described below:
 correction of the distortion in the diraction pattern by spline interpolation ;
 dark subtraction ;
 wavelength calibration by tting the stellar spectrum ;
 fringe tting in the image plane using the P2VM method13 on every column ;
 bispectrum computation as a function of wavelength and closure phase computation.
4. RESULTS
Results have been obtained on the binary star Capella (G0III and G8III, Rmag=0.4). The predicted separa-
tion between the two components was 55mas at the date of the observations and the ux ratio is around 1
in the visible.14 Although the ux ratio is not high, this target is interesting for testing the performances of
FIRST, as the separation is close to the diraction limit of the telescope, which is 48mas for a 3-m telescope at
700 nm. Aldebaran (K5III star, Rmag=0.1) has been chosen as calibrator since it is not resolved by the telescope.
Raw closure phase measurements as a function of wavelength for two dierent baseline triangles are shown in
Fig. 4. 1000 images acquired on target and calibrator have been used to produce these results. Integration time
was set to 50ms per image and the EM gain was set to the maximum value of 1200. The 1000 images have been
gathered into sets of 50 images leading to 20 measurements for each spectral channel and each baseline triangle.
The error bars that are drawn in Fig. 4 are the statistical dispersion from the 20-measurement population. The
average values of the error bars over the spectral bands are shown in Table 1.
The closure phase noted A corresponds to a relatively small triangle in the entrance pupil and as a con-
sequence, no signature of the binary is detected. That means that the binary is not resolved by either of the
spatial frequencies that form the triangle, leading to an average calibrated closure phase of  0:30:1, as shown
in Fig. 4. This non-zero value actually results from uncalibrated bias. This bias can be as high as a few degrees
in the worst cases and results from systematic errors that do not average over long acquisitions. They may be the
limiting factor for dynamic range performances, as it is the case in aperture masking measurements.8 However




Figure 4. Raw closure phase measurements for two dierent triangles noted A and B. The closure phases are in degrees
and are shown as a function of wavelength. Left: The corresponding baseline triangles represented in the entrance pupil.
Middle: Closure phase measurements obtained on Capella for both triangle baselines. For triangle B, three spectral regions
have been labelled 1 (before transiting region), 2 (transiting region) and 3 (after transiting region). Right: Closure phase
measurements obtained on Aldebaran (calibrator) for both triangle baselines.
A B
Figure 5. Calibrated closure phase measurements for Capella as a function of wavelength, obtained for baselines A and
B, respectively on the left and on the right.
Table 1. Mean error bars obtained for raw closure phases A and B.
CP A CP B
Capella 0.9 
band 1 band 2 band 3
7.7 9.0  3.6 
Aldebaran 1.0  1.4 
On the other hand, the baseline triangle for closure phase B is built from higher spatial frequency vec-
tors. It is clear that a strong signal appears in the closure phase of Capella, that cannot be seen for Aldebaran.
The phase shifts from -180 to 0, which is typical of a symmetric binary. Error bars are higher for Capella in
this case as a phase shift occurs when the visibility goes through 0.
5. CONCLUSION
The preliminary results presented in this paper are promising as they clearly show that the binary star Capella
is resolved albeit just at the diraction limit of the telescope. Next steps of the data reduction will include tting
of the 168 spectral closure phase measurements to a binary model to retrieve the separation and the ux ratio
at the time of the observation. The statistical error bars on the closure phase measurements are in the best case
on the order of 1 per spectral channel. If accuracy was limited by these statistical errors (assuming that biases
are corrected), dynamic ranges of a few 100 could be achieved with the FIRST-18 instrument. This prospective
performances will be improved in the future by increasing the number of sub-pupils and the accuracy on the
closure phase measurements (longer integration times) and by a better understanding of the bias sources.
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